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Kitchen, what kitchen?
Contempora Concept from Aster Cucine- Thinking inside the box

The Contempora concept from Aster moves kitchens away from a purely functional 

space into a highly aesthetic environment, transforming practical units into beautiful 

items of furniture. 

With an increasing trend to merge living and kitchen spaces seemlessly, the 

Contempora offers the ultimate solution to creating contemporary spaces in which 

two become one.

The concept is based on a moving design where the kitchen can be totally hidden 

from view within sliding or closing furniture. This provides flexibility of space so that 

a living, cooking, dining area can be transformed according to specific requirements.



There are four main Contempora solutions: 

Featured - An island unit that slides to the side.

Contempora features a substantial island unit. Hidden inside is a ceramic or induction 

hob plus a sink that has a retracting tap. The island slides effortlessly to the side 

immediately creating a breakfast bar. The kitchen elements can be hidden away 

transforming the space back into a living area. The island unit can house a retracting 

table that can be pulled open to create a dining area. 

RRP for the Contempora Island Unit shown starts from £8000

2) Sliding systems 

The Aster Contempora sliding system features innovative technology where the tall 

doors fold on each other.

3) Island unit with top that moves forwards and backwards

The island unit features a top that can be pushed backwards to create a breakfast 

bar while revealing a hidden hob and sink with retracting tap. 

4) Lift up system

This Contempora system has been created so that when the kitchen elements are 

closed, the furniture resembles a buffet with a beautiful veneered top.

 

Full Press release available upon request

For details of Aster’s nearest independent kitchen retailer call In-House 

Inspired Room Design on 01661 842304. http://www.inhouseuk.net/

For further information contact:

Sophie Langley, VMH Associates
E: sophie@vmhassociates.co.uk
M: 07875 296895

Veronica Hannon, VMH Associates  Wayne Dance, Inhouse Ltd,
E: veronica@vmhassociates.co.uk  T: 01661 842304
M: 077 52875285     M: 07860230741 
F: 01225 868389    E: InHouseheadqtrs@aol.com
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